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Abstract—The Optical Burst Switching (OBS) paradigm allows statistical multiplexing directly at the optical layer. Thus, OBS networks are suited to carry traffic demands varying in either the short or long term. Due to the lack of buffering, burst contention due to short term variations can only be mitigated through deflection routing. For longer term variations, higher order mechanisms such as dynamic flow-balancing or flow shaping are generally proposed. In this paper, a unified scheme, based on a feedback mechanism combined with deflection routing and admission control is introduced to handle all types of traffic variations. The use of only one single scheme simplifies the architecture of OBS networks and enhances its flexibility. The validity of our technique is supported by simulation results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical networks already carry the vast majority of the long-distance communications. Their role is nevertheless promised to be even greater with the advent of ultra-high bandwidth home accesses. However, while conceived in the past to carry constant or at least stationary traffic, they have nowadays to deal with an increasing part of traffic demands varying both in the short and long term. For instance, in digital TV long term variation are due to the users switching on or off the TV whereas short term variations are caused by compression algorithms. Future optical networks are required to cope with these significant traffic variations without loss of quality.

Optical Burst Switched (OBS) networks, given their ability to achieve statistical multiplexing directly at the optical layer, are considered as a promising approach to efficiently satisfy future communication demands. Unlike Optical Circuit Switched Networks (OCS), they offer sub-wavelength bandwidth granularity. They remain, however, simpler than their Optical Packet Switched (OPS) counterpart, whose implementation is still questionable [1].

In the basic OBS scheme, traffic is aggregated in large packets called bursts. Before sending a burst in the network, an associated control packet is sent in advance. The control packet reserves the resources required to dispatch the burst toward destination. Emitted on a dedicated channel of reduced throughput, control packets are easy to decode, unlike OPS headers. Sent in advance, they let enough time to core nodes to prepare for the burst arrival. In this way, bursts travel transparently in the network, at very high rates [2].

This conventional OBS scheme presents nevertheless several major drawbacks. Due to its bufferless nature, it cannot solve transient congestions by shortly delaying some of the contending burst, as in a classical packet switching paradigm. This weakness causes unavoidable burst losses as soon as traffic is not determinist. Furthermore, the pre-allocation of resources leads to low channel utilisation ratios.

Various approaches have been investigated and combined to both reduce as much as possible the burst loss rate and to maximise the throughput. They can be distinguished in two classes. Within the first class, local node resources only are used to solve contentions. These resources can be optical buffers [3] or complex schedulers [4]. Local approaches are beyond the scope of this article, and will not be further discussed.

Within the second class, approaches include mechanisms which encompass the whole network. Two of these methods – Deflection Routing (DR) and Load-Balancing (LB) – rely on the frequent existence of several routes between a pair of nodes. Thus, if one route is saturated, traffic can be deflected over an alternate path. However, DR and LB differ in the scale at which they operate. Specifically, DR reroutes on a per burst and per hop basis (one individual burst is rerouted over one single hop) whereas LB achieves a per flow and per path rerouting (all the bursts of one flow are rerouted over a whole path).

The per burst aspect of the DR permits to individually deflect bursts to an alternate route, which is worthy when casual bursts fail to obtain a reservation on a given channel, due to short term variations [5]. Unfortunately, when facing long term traffic variations, which cause bursts to be systematically contended at one output port, DR might simply transpose the congestion to another link rather than solve it [6]. In this latter case, the traffic should instead be routed differently in the network, to avoid systematic congestions. This is exactly what Load-
Balancing (LB) achieves, by limiting the number of certain bursts injected into each particular route. LB can be done statically or dynamically. In the static case, traffic is balanced according to an extrapolation based forecast. In the dynamical case, flows are repetitively estimated on the fly, and the load-balancing is achieved according to these successive estimations.

The problem with LB is that too tight route restrictions may favour transient contentions. Hence, if a burst cannot be forwarded to the next hop of its predefined route, it must be dropped. It results that LB and DR have to be combined to mitigate both short term and long term congestions. Unfortunately, however, their simultaneous usage may lead to problematic situations: whilst BL tries to restrict the routes to particular ones, DR attempts to find alternative paths. Synchronizing both mechanisms might be particularly difficult, since they often differ in the way that they are implemented. While deflection mechanisms are intrinsically related to core nodes, load-balancing ones are more likely located at edge nodes, and sometime even operate at a different layer.

To avoid the previously discussed problems while keeping the benefits of both mechanisms, a unified technique called Adaptive Deflection Routing (ADR) is proposed in this article. This scheme, operating at core nodes, routes the traffic dynamically, selecting the output port which ensures, for the rest of the path, the best quality for current traffic conditions. If the preferred output port is congested, deflection is performed towards the second most efficient output port, and so forth.

Moreover, the transmission quality can be further improved by limiting the access of the bursts which will or are likely to be dropped anyway. This mechanism is referred to as Admission Control (AC) or congestion avoidance. The ADR scheme presented in this paper also integrates AC capabilities. Thus, a burst might be dropped rather than forwarded, even if the local port is not congested, if the risk of latter contention is high.

ADR estimates the risk and quality associated to each forwarding operation using feedback messages exchanged between core nodes. When a node voluntarily drops a burst or fails to reserve a channel, a negative feedback is sent to all core nodes previously visited by the burst. Similarly, positive feedbacks are sent when a burst reaches its final destination. In this way, a core node receiving a feedback knows a posteriori the consequences of one of its past choices.

In Section 2, the principles on which the ADR scheme relies are discussed with respect to other approaches proposed in the literature. Implementation details are given in Section 3. The behaviour of the scheme is analysed through simulations in Section 4. Section 5 provides some conclusions.

II. MODELLING OF ADR

ADR consists of four components: Deflection Routing, Load-Balancing, Admission Control and Feedback Based Adaptation. Each of them has already been largely studied in the past. The present section reviews them briefly.

A. Deflection Routing in OBS

Deflection Routing can be superposed to any other routing scheme. If a burst can be forwarded to the output port (or one of the output ports) defined by the primary routing scheme, no deflection occurs. If on the contrary all the primary ports are busy, the burst is deflected to an alternative port.

The selection of the alternative port can be achieved in various ways. In the most simple deflection scheme, an alternative port is selected randomly or according to an arbitrary order among the idle ones. In more complex cases, a list of alternative ports is assigned to each primary port or, better, to each burst final destination.

Lists permit either fixing an order for alternatives, either limiting the number of potential deflection ports, or both. The criterion for ordering and limitation is generally the distance separating the next node of the output port from the destination. Hence, deflections implicitly lengthening the burst journey are both less likely to be selected (due to ordering) and more likely to be excluded (by limitations).

The exclusion or selection of an output port highly depends on the burst remaining offset time \( t_{\text{rem}} \) (or, equivalently, on the remaining offset time unit \( u_{\text{rem}}=t_{\text{read}}/t_p \), where \( t_p \) is the burst header processing time). Indeed, each deflection operation is equivalent to a switching operation and consumes one unit. Thus, a burst deflected too many times might be dropped owing to an insufficient \( t_{\text{rem}} \) (insufficient offset time problem [20]). Avoiding deflecting bursts on routes incompatible with the remaining offset will lead to better performances. Lists may thus be setup for each potential final destination and possible value of \( u_{\text{rem}} \). Besides, additional units of offset times can be granted to bursts at emission. These bonus units allow a burst to be deflected more times, and may help a particular burst to find its way in the network. However, this will increase the resources consumed by each burst, which can be counterproductive [6].

It is worth pointing out that the use of ordered lists prioritizing particular deflection ports implicitly affects the way traffic flows in the network. Thus, a type of local load balancing can be achieved by this means. This load-balancing can even be achieved dynamically if core nodes exchange feedbacks with their neighbours [7].

In our ADR scheme, deflection is achieved according to lists recomputed after each feedback reception. However, contrarily to [7], these feedbacks are not issued by neighbouring nodes only, but by all nodes traversed by a traffic flow.

B. Routing and Load-Balancing in OBS

Considerable work has been achieved to study how to optimally balance burst flows in a network. A survey of the basic routing schemes is available in [8].

The literature on LB can be separated in two groups, depending on the question: is an a priori knowledge of the traffic pattern assumed? If the answer is yes, load-balancing can be achieved using optimisation techniques. Several models have been developed to evaluate the global performance of an OBS network, depending on its
topology, traffic matrix, and core node architecture. These models can be derived to perform linear [9] or non-linear optimisation [10]. In many situations, however, a priori knowledge of the traffic pattern is unavailable. This is generally true when traffic fluctuates too much (any estimate becomes either obsolete very quickly, or is too averaged to represent the real traffic). These situations call for dynamic flow balancing (DFB).

DFB in OBS can be achieved in a similar way that traffic engineering is performed in (G)MPLS networks. Information of the congestion in the network is given to a client of the OBS layer, by means of a flooding protocol dispatching link state information messages (e.g. OSPF). Based on this information, the client layer selects the routes of its bursts, avoiding congested links [11]. This solution is, however, problematic when link state information is obsolete. Therefore, network state information must be available prior to proceed to any further change (in particular, after a previous rerouting operation).

Rather than letting the client layer manage the routing, this last can be operated by the OBS layer itself. This approach permits taking into account OBS specific congestion metrics. It also allows a decentralisation of the routing decisions. Hence, individual edge nodes [12]-[15] or core nodes [7],[16]-[19] can decide independently on which route (for edge nodes) or on which output port (for core nodes) bursts must be sent.

Edge-decision based schemes generally take into account the whole network status, allowing optimal routing. However, as in the MPLS scheme, the time required to collect network state may be problematic. Core-decision based schemes, on the contrary, base their decisions on the state of a limited part of the network (e.g. their immediate neighbourhood). This provides shorter reaction times after traffic changes, since up-to-date information is available more rapidly. However, a local view is highly likely to lead to suboptimal configurations [13].

In both cases, individual nodes may react independently but simultaneously, which will produce oscillations in the congestion [12]. More generally, when load-balancing is applied, a trade-off must inevitably be found between very reactive decisions causing oscillations and less reactive ones, keeping the network in a suboptimal state for a longer time.

In our ADR approach, routing decisions, similarly to deflection, are taken by core nodes according to received feedbacks. However, these feedbacks are originated in all other nodes, conferring then a global nature to the ADR routing scheme.

C. Feedback mechanism

Relevant information exchanged between nodes can be referred to as per burst or per link.

In the per burst approach, core nodes simply send feedback each time a burst is either dropped, received, or switched [13]-[15],[18]. The duty of analysing the feedbacks and deducing the congestion state is left to the receiving node. In the per link perspective, each core node estimates the state of each of its own output links. It then broadcasts this information [7],[12],[19],[20].

The per burst approach permits reporting critical situations such as repeated burst losses, almost immediately. On the contrary, the per link type techniques average the link state over time. Sudden changes may thus need longer time to be detected. On the other hand, the per burst approach is likely to generate more control overhead to dispatch correctly all the feedbacks. Nevertheless, since a signalling channel is required in OBS anyway, the impact of this additional overhead is expected to be moderate [13].

The ADR feedback mechanism is based on a per burst paradigm. The feedback only consists of either ACK or NACK messages, associated with a burst identifier. However, contrarily to other per burst approaches, ADR feedback is sent to all previously visited nodes, and not only to the burst emitting one.

D. Admission Control

While in connection oriented networks, rejected traffic has no impact on the accepted one, this is not the case in datagram-based networks. Prior to be dropped, packets may consume and thus waste network resources. This may dramatically reduce the network total throughput [6]. Mimicking the connection oriented networks, mechanisms voluntarily dropping a part of the incoming datagram at network entrance have been proposed. This protection technique is usually referred to as Admission Control (AC).

AC in OBS can be achieved at either edge or core nodes. The dichotomy between per path, when AC is achieved at edges, and per hop, at cores, appears hence again. AC-equipped edge nodes shape the traffic they inject in the core network. This shaping operation can be performed either by buffering the traffic exceeding a given rate [21], or by dropping it. The targeted maximal output rate can be fixed by static planning. It may also be estimated dynamically, according to feedbacks received from the network, or simply according to the flow history.

There is no utility to perform per hop AC with fixed-routing schemes: all the exceeding traffic on an output port could be, in this case, shaped by the edge node. However, AC at core nodes becomes interesting when DR policies are applied. In fact, DR performs implicitly an admission control if the list of deflection alternatives does not contain all the output ports. Hence, several schemes have been proposed to limit the deflection alternatives according to some network state information [18][22].

The AC mechanism integrated in ADR proceeds similarly. Based on the feedbacks, core nodes include or exclude forwarding options. All forwarding options might even be excluded. In such a case, a burst is said blocked. This differs from the other approaches, which exclude options independently of the network state, and which never exclude them all.
III. ADR IMPLEMENTATION

ADR consists of a routing logic, providing ordered forwarding options whenever a control packet arrives at a core node. Its only restriction concerns the structure of the burst control packet (BCP). BCP must contain, at least, a unique identifier (ID), an indication of the burst remaining offset time, and a history field permitting to record the nodes visited so far. If an emulated OBS [23] architecture is used, the remaining offset time is replaced by a Time-To-Live field. Additionally, ADR requires an access to the signalling channel in order to transmit the feedbacks.

ADR performs four distinct operations:
A) record in a local memory its last decisions
B) send feedbacks to other nodes
C) collect feedbacks to analyse its previous choices
D) decide about burst forwarding

A. Decision record

When a core node admits a burst (i.e. schedule a resource reservation), it associates the burst ID with an information triple (D, R, N) that consists of the burst final destination (D), the burst remaining offset (R), and the selected forwarding port (N). This ID=(D, R, N) association is stored in a local memory.

B. Emission of feedback packets

Each time a burst reaches its destination or is dropped, a feedback is sent to all its previously visited nodes. This feedback follows the path formerly followed by the burst, but in the opposite direction. Feedback packets contain the ID of the corresponding burst, and either an ACK or a NACK flag.

C. Reception of feedback packets

Upon reception of a feedback message, core nodes retrieve the (D, R, N) triplet associated to the feedback ID. Using these triple values, it accesses a specific memory structure, called Time Sliding Feedback Counters (TSFCs, described later on), and increments the number of received feedbacks.

TSFCs store all the feedbacks received in the recent past. They are split in Q cells. Each cell stores the positive and negative feedbacks received in a finite amount of time [t, t+Δ]. Thus, TSFCs record feedbacks collected during a time QΔ.

The feedbacks received within the time interval [nΔ, (n+1)Δ] are stored at the address n (mod Q). Periodically, at each tₙ = kΔ, k=Q,Q+1,Q+2,…, records taken during time interval [(k-Q)Δ, (k-Q+1)Δ] are erased, allowing more recent feedback to be stored.

C. Forwarding and dropping decisions

Upon reception of a BCP, a core node calls its ADR routing logic, which immediately refers to its TSFCs. Let us assume that:
- the burst announced by the BCP is destined to d
- it has r units of offset remaining
- it arrives from node s
- current node has M output ports p₁,…,pₘ

then, the TSFCs corresponding to the triplet (d, r, l) are retrieved, with l=1,…,m, l ≠ s, s being deduced from the burst history field (i.e. the TSFCs of all ports except the one the burst comes from). The values

\[ \nu_l = \text{total feedbacks} \]
\[ \pi_l = (\text{positive feedbacks/} \nu_l) \]

are extracted from each retrieved TSFC. If no feedback has been collected yet, then \( \pi_l \) is set to 1.

In the next step, the unfavourable forwarding choices are excluded. An option j is considered unfavourable if the following conditions are met:

- \( \pi_j < \theta_e \)
- \( \nu_j > \theta_v \)

where \( \theta_e \) and \( \theta_v \) are fixed thresholds. The first condition excludes ports which led to bad results in the past (i.e. those showing a low \( \pi \) ratio). Setting a minimal number of feedback \( \theta_v \) avoids excluding a possibility which has not been fully assessed yet.

Once the remaining forwarding alternatives sorted according to the \( \pi \) values, ADR operates similarly to the classical DR scheme. A reservation is attempted on the first item of the list. If this attempt fails, the following items are considered until a reservation is scheduled. If two or more options share the same \( \pi \) value, they are chosen randomly.

If a reservation is achieved on port l, the decision is recorded together with the d and r values, as previously discussed. On the contrary, if all the proposed output links are saturated, or if all ports have been excluded, the BCP is not forwarded, and a negative feedback is sent back. The block diagram of Fig. 1 summarises the ADR operation.

This procedure is also exemplified through the following example. Assuming the network topology depicted in Fig. 2, a burst destined to node d=3 with r=2 units of remaining offset arrives at node 1 from node 4. Node 1 has three forwarding options: 0, 2 or 5. Option 5 is excluded because:

- \( \pi_5=0 < \theta_e = 0.15 \)
- \( \nu_5=20 > \theta_v = 30 \)

Figure 1. Operational block diagram of the ADR scheme.
the performance of our processing time Gbit/s have been assumed. Emission rate is normalized to emits a total of 160 Gbit/s, uniformly distributed on the control) in an integrated manner.

In this case, links are assumed to have very short lengths, and thus, no delay is taken into account for feedbacks.

Node 1 tries first to schedule the burst on the link towards 0 ($\rho_0 = 0.979$). If all the wavelengths of the link are occupied, same operation is made with port towards node 2. If this last attempt fails again, the burst is dropped. In this precise case, no positive feedbacks have been received for next-hop node 5. This is obvious, since route 1-5-0-3 counts 3 hops. No burst holding an offset unit remaining offset time supplement granted to each burst. It can thus join node 3 following this route.

ADR hence operates solely by sending, counting, and analysing feedbacks. At the initialization stage, only the parameters $\theta_s$, $\theta_i$, $C$ and $\Delta$ have to be set. Moreover, ADR performs all operations (routing, deflection, admission control) in an integrated manner.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Several simulations have been performed to estimate the performance of our ADR scheme using the JAVOBS [24] simulation tool. For all links, 16 wavelengths at 10 Gbit/s have been assumed. Emission rate is normalized to the link capacity. For an offered rate $\rho=1$, each node emits a total of 160 Gbit/s, uniformly distributed on the remaining nodes. Traffic is generated according to the Poisson model. Mean burst size is fixed to 1.2 Mbit.

Since the performance of ADR is independent of the scheduling algorithm used, switching time $t_s$ and processing time $t_r$ are neglected. However, the number of offset unit remaining $u_{rem}$ is still set as it would be with a non null processing time.

Simulations have been performed on two different topologies. First, the SIMPLE network (Fig. 3a), which has 6 nodes and 8 links, has been used to analyse in deep the ADR behaviour. In this case, links are assumed to have very short lengths, and thus, no delay is taken into account for feedbacks.

Second, ADR has been tested in more practical situations using the EON topology (Fig. 3b [26]), which consists of 28 nodes and 41 links. Real link lengths, corresponding to geographical distances, have been used to simulate transmission delays, for both burst and feedbacks.

A. Simulations on SIMPLE topology

ADR performance is first compared to the well-known Shortest-Path (SP) Routing and to the Deflection Routing (DR). It is assumed that DR systematically tries all forwarding options which, given the remaining offset, permit to reach the destination. The options requiring fewer hops are considered in priority (random selection for equalities).

A parameter $\sigma$ taking values 0, 2 or 4 represents an offset time supplement granted to each burst. It can be exploited by both ADR and DR. The thresholds $\theta_s = 0.5$ and $\theta_i = 10$ are used with TSFCs of $Q=2000$ cells and $\Delta=40\mu$s.

Performances in terms of burst loss ratio (BLR) and carried load are represented in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b). ADR performs better than the other approaches as the load increases. Contrarily to DR, ADR performances do not fall below the SP. Even more, for $\rho>5$, while the carried load remains stable as the offered traffic increases (SP, DR with $\sigma = 0$) or even drops (DR with $\sigma > 0$), the ADR carried traffic still increases and gets stable only for extreme loads ($\rho>11$).

Fig. 5 focuses on the burst loss ratio for lower loads ($\rho<2$). For almost null rates, SP and DR exhibit low burst ratios. For $\rho=0.1$, using SP or DR and $\sigma = 0$, and for
\(\rho < 0.7\) using DR and \(\sigma > 0\), no burst loss has even been recorded within the simulated time of 200ms. On the contrary, burst loss ratio of ADR is never null, due to two facts. Firstly, ADR has no infinite memory and has to learn periodically the good forwarding options. Secondly, a minor part of the traffic needs to be lost during the learning process, when forward success probabilities are not yet known. However, as load increases, the percentage represented by this lost traffic decreases. For \(\rho > 1.5\), ADR with \(\sigma > 0\) outperforms again the other schemes.

To apprehend the differences between DR and ADR, the load \(\rho_p\) offered on the port \(p\) has been measured, for each port. An average per port offered load

\[
\bar{\rho} = \frac{1}{P}(\rho_1 + \ldots + \rho_n)
\]

has then been computed, \(P\) being the total amount of ports and \(\rho_i\) the load of port \(i\). The recorded \(\bar{\rho}\) values are represented in Fig. 6.

Assuming a SP routing and lossless conditions, the ideal average per port offered load \(\bar{\rho}_\text{SP}\) can be computed as

\[
\bar{\rho}_\text{SP} = \frac{\rho}{(N-1)}\alpha - \frac{1}{P}
\]

where \(\rho(N-1)\) is the load carried by each route, \(P\) is the total number of ports in the network and \(\alpha\) is the total amount of hops for all routes in the network. Thus, \(\bar{\rho}_\text{SP}\) corresponds to the load offered on each route, multiplied by the number ports (resources) employed by these routes, and averaged over all ports. On the SIMPLE topology, \(\alpha=46\), \(P=16\), and \(N=6\), thus \(\bar{\rho}_\text{SP} = 0.575\) for \(\rho=1\) and \(\bar{\rho}_\text{SP} = 2.3\) for \(\rho=4\). These values are represented on Fig. 6 with thin vertical dotted lines.

For \(\rho=1\), \(\bar{\rho}_\text{SP}\) is just below \(\bar{\rho}_\text{SP}\) since \(\bar{\rho}_\text{SP}\) is decreased by the burst losses [27]. On the contrary, \(\bar{\rho}_\text{DR}\) and \(\bar{\rho}_\text{AD}\) are greater than \(\bar{\rho}_\text{SP}\), especially when \(\sigma > 0\). This is because in DR and ADR the amount of intermediate nodes (hops) is higher due to the deflection. The offset time supplement \(\sigma\), contributes obviously to the increase in the number of traversed hops since it extends burst lifetimes.

For \(\rho=4\), \(\bar{\rho}_\text{SP}\) is drastically reduced by the losses and appears clearly below \(\bar{\rho}_\text{SP}\). However, the largest difference consists in the explosion of \(\bar{\rho}_\text{DR}\). Indeed, a more loaded network conducts DR to exhaust all forwarding possibilities before dropping a burst. Giving a high offset time bonus strengthens this effect. This increased amount of extra visited ports explains why performance drops at high loads. With ADR on the contrary, \(\bar{\rho}_\text{AD}\) is far below \(\bar{\rho}_\text{SP}\), and even below \(\bar{\rho}_\text{DR}\). Hence, due to admission control mechanisms, ADR drops in excess bursts prior to offering them to any port. This action spares capacity for other bursts and explains why performances are not affected.

Fig. 7 represents the amount of bursts dropped after a journey of \(n\) hops. For \(\rho = 1\), DR and ADR do not differ much in terms of hops traversed by dropped bursts. For \(\rho = 4\), lost bursts travel a much longer distance before being dropped (for \(\sigma = 4\), about 1000 burst travelled over 6 hops). On the contrary, ADR blocks earlier these “resource waster”. Since SP does not use offset larger than required and since the longest path includes three hops, no bursts are dropped after 3 hops.
Finally, the reasons generating burst drops are analysed in Table 1. Among the bursts dropped after 0 hops (i.e. at the network entrance), about half is blocked. A blocked burst is not offered to any port prior to be dropped. After one hop, only about 1% of the bursts are blocked. Thus ADR drops exceeding traffic at network entrance, which considerably limits the waste of resources.

Additional experiments have been driven to measure the impact $\theta_s$ and $\theta_v$. As depicted in Fig. 8, high values of $\theta_s$ improve the performance at high loads and when additional offset is provided. However, for low loads, a high $\theta_s$ is a handicap. $\theta_s$ has a limited impact on the performance. The capabilities of the ADR scheme for various offered loads and various $\theta_v$ values are illustrated by Fig. 9. For $\rho<3$, values of $\theta_v \leq 0.7$ lead to the best performance, while for higher loads, $\theta_v$ has to be $\geq 0.7$ to reach the best carried load. Thus we select the value $\theta_v = 0.7$ hereafter.

B. EON topology

Simulations have also been performed on the EON topology under similar conditions, except that, in this case, the $\sigma$ parameter takes the values 0, 1, 2 or 4 and that $\theta_v$ is fixed to 0.7. As in the SIMPLE topology case, ADR is compared to both SP and DR approaches. Performances are represented in Fig. 10. For high loads, SP does not only provide better performances than DR, but also than ADR.

Two reasons account for that. Firstly, half of the nodes of the EON topology are peripheral. They emit anyway the same traffic than other central nodes. Thus, the core part of the network quickly becomes a bottleneck as load increases. The SP scheme, by trying only once to cross the bottleneck, drops the bursts earlier, which spares resources for other bursts.

To explain the second reason for SP outperforming, the burst losses over time have been plotted in Fig. 11, for $\rho=4$. Three phases can be distinguished. During the first 16 ms, several losses are due to exhausted offset times. ADR, without knowing where to forward particular bursts, causes many of them to finish their lives far from their destination. Due to these frequent mislaid bursts, network resources are highly utilised. The number of burst dropped for unavailability is therefore high, too. After this first phase, ADR learns from its mistakes and does not mislay bursts anymore, for the next 65ms. On the contrary, it starts to block bursts instead of forwarding them. This blocking spares the resources, which contributes to lower the unavailable links.

After 90ms of simulation, the number of lost bursts increases again and the number of blocked burst falls, which leads to an explosion of the total losses. This is due to the fact that core node memories are limited to 2000 cells of 40µs each, giving a total memory time of 80ms.
Upon expiration of this delay, memories will start to override the information contained in their first cells, causing a progressive “amnesia”. This obliges the network to relearn the routing information.

Thus, ADR underperforms SP because it must deduce repeatedly the network structure, and needs to lose bursts in the network for this purpose. In the less complex SIMPLE topology, the network was easy to apprehend. In the EON, by contrast, many routes have to be excluded prior to find the right paths.

C. Improvement of ADR

To avoid the aforementioned handicap, the ADR scheme described in subsection III-C is modified in the following way. A forwarding option is still considered unfavourable if the values stored by the corresponding TSFC do not match the \( \theta_e \) and \( \theta_v \) thresholds. However, a second requirement is added. A burst with final destination \( d \) and remaining offset \( r \) is forwarded to the output port \( j \) if and only if

\[
\text{ShortestPath}(j, d) \leq r + 1
\]

This condition guarantees that a burst will be forwarded only if it carries enough offset units to flow from the output terminal node to its destination. The same mechanism than DR is thus implemented. We call this modified scheme Adaptive Restricted Deflection Routing (ARDR).

In Fig. 12, the analysis of the burst drops over time permits to visualise the effect of the route restriction. Using ARDR, during the learning phase, the number of blocked burst increases steeper since fewer trials are required before starting to block burst. The number of burst dropped due to their insufficient remaining offset is oblivious null with ARDR. ARDR is also affected by the amnesia effect, but relearning is again achieved quicker due to the additional restriction. On the top lines, one can see that ARDR generally leads to a reduction of the number of losses.

Finally, the comparison depicted in Fig. 10 has been reproduced, substituting ARDR to ADR in Fig. 13. The ARDR outperforms the SP approach for \( \sigma = 0 \) and leads to similar performances for \( \sigma = 1 \).
V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose an Adaptive Deflection Routing scheme, able to achieve simultaneously the operations: deflection routing, load balancing, and admission control. ADR performs all its operations by processing and analysing the feedback messages exchanged by core nodes. Nodes do not require any configuration, since they learn from past experience. Thus, the overhead required by ADR (TSFC, decisions mechanisms) is compensated by its simplicity.

ADR performance has been analysed by numerical simulation using the tool JAVOBS. Without extensively trying to deflect bursts impossible to dispatch, ADR clearly outperforms the DR scheme, especially for high loads. However, ADR has one disadvantage. It requires a minimal number of burst losses to be able to correctly apprehend the network architecture. This is problematic when low loads are injected or over networks including a large number of nodes.

To mitigate this penalty in large networks, a modified version of the ADR scheme, the Adaptive Restricted Deflection Routing has been set up. This improvement reduces the number of burst losses happening in the learning stage. Contrarily to ADR, ARDR outperforms the SP on the EON large topology. Unfortunately, the routing restriction requires the core nodes to be aware of the network topology, since it requires the knowledge the shortest paths for each source-destination pair.

The approach consisting in performing routing, deflection and admission control decisions relying only on feedbacks, without prior knowledge of link utilization, appears to be valid. This permits to achieve all these operations directly at the OBS core nodes, and spares an additional overlaid control plane. However, further analysis must be conducted, in particular regarding the convergence of both ADR and ARDR techniques. Alternative ways of storing feedback, as well as other ways to use them, could also be investigated.
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